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＜Amusement・Sports＞
Kanagawa sightseeing charm cration conference

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

905

Shonan

Hiratsuka City
Tourist Attraction No.

Explanation of
 Tourist Attraction

selling point

At this kart truck, you don't even need a license. The circuit has a technical 
layout and is great for experiencing full-scale motor sports. Even beginners 
can try it out as long as they are over 130 cm in height. The website offers 
information in English for first-timers. 

No appointment necesary. Just show up, purchase tickets, and ride the same day.

Address

Opening Hours

Availability of Parking

URL

1-13 Nagatoro Hiratsuka-shi Kanagawa-ken

12:00-22:00 (Weekdays), 10:00-22:00 (Saturday, Sunday and Holidays). Winter（January・February）until 9:00 p.m.

Available (35 spaces)

https://www.f-dream.jp/firsttime/firsttime-english/

Group/Individual Mark

Recommended Season

Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

All year

Target Regions

Start Enoshima Station

Time Required 4 hours

Goal Enoshima Station

Access

JR Tokaido Line [Yokohama Station] +++（30 
mins.）+++ JR Tokaido Line [Hiratsuka Station] 
=== Route bus (5 min.) === 
Kougyoudanchi-Iriguchi … F-Dream Kart 
Racing Hiratsuka (60 mins.) …Walk (10 mins) … 
Isix Banyuu Park (60 mins.) …Walk (10 mins) … 
Banyu-Hureaikouen-Iriguchi === Route bus (10 
min.) === Hiratsuka Station Tanabata 
Decorations (30 mins.) +++（30 mins.）+++ JR 
Tokaido Line [Yokohama Station]

Individual
Specific Model Route Details

From bus stop 12 of the north exit of Hiratsuka 
Station on JR Tokaido Line take a Kanagawa 
Chuo Bus bound for Hiratukaeki-Kitaguchi 
(Hira 9 Route) for about 5 minutes. Get off at 
the Kougyoudanchi-Iriguchi bus stop.

Challenge yourself and ride the ultimate kart!!

F.Dream Hiratsuka
Rental Karting

Kana Garden
This is a facility where you 
can enjoy seasonal plants, 
including sakura (spring), 
crepe myrtle (summer), 
roses (spring to fall), and 
Japanese apricot (winter). 
You can learn things while 
enjoying horticulture and 
agriculture in a spacious 
park.

Arai Darumaya（Daruma painting experience）
An artisan makes enchanting 
and enduring doll after doll, by 
hand, one by one using old 
traditional techniques and 
pouring his heart into his craft. 
He respectfully adheres to a 
philosophy of ""making 
Daurmas dolls of gratitude.""
Prior reservations is necessary 
for this experience.
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